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Equipment 

Pulley 

1kg blocks G-clamp 

Masking 
tape 

Hang weights 
from wire loop 

About 25 x 0.1kg 
stacked masses + hooks 

‘Russian 
eyepiece’ 

Boss & 
Clamp 

Retort stand 
Scissors 

Metre rulers 

About 4.0m of 
0.37mm 
diameter 
copper wire 

Wire spool 

Soft 
mat 

Health & Safety. Don’t overload the wire. Between 2 and 2.5kg 
should be an absolute maximum. To measure the Young’s 
Modulus you only need the linear region, which should be for 
masses up to about 1.5kg. Eye protection is recommended just in 
case the wire snaps. Do use a soft mat to protect the floor (and 
feet) in case masses are dropped. 



Wind wire round a 1kg block,  
sandwich by another, and attach to  
a lab bench via a G-clamp. 



To make a wire loop, double the end (i.e. ‘take 
a bight of wire’), loop this around two fingers 
and tie into a small lasso-like loop. 



Start with hanging a 0.1kg 
mass off the pulley. Zero 
the Russian eyepieces 
from here. The wire stress 
and strain will be 
negligible, but the wire 
will be straight and under 
tension. 



Place two rectangles of masking tape over 
the wire, (‘flags’) with right edges 
separated by exactly 2.00m (measured via 
back-to-back rulers). Position the Russian 
eyepieces such that the tape edge sits at 
the zero of the scale. 

‘Flag’ 



Note the entire scale is just 1.0mm 

Flag edge at zero position. Carefully 
move the retort stand to achieve this. 



Now add masses, 0.1 kg at a time, and record the displacements of both the flags. The  
difference in their displacements is the extension   of the 2.00m wire section. Just before 
the flag reaches the end of the scale, zero and add the previous displacement in the table of 
displacements. You might need to do this two or three times before significant yield means 
more than 1mm of extension for an additional 0.1kg added. At this point, the eyepieces 
cease to be a useful measuring instrument, and measuring directly off a ruler is more 
appropriate. 

Displacement is 0.61mm 



To maintain tension, swap the second 
set of masses with a third, that is always 
0.1kg more massive than the one 
hanging. This is preferable to removing 
a large amount of mass, placing the wire 
under less tension, and then re-loading 
with a greater mass. 



The wire should extend in a fairly linear (‘Hookean’) 
fashion until after about 1.5kg is added. After this 
it starts to yield. Note the extension after 2.0kg 
of mass added may take up to a minute to fully complete. 
If you watch carefully you will see the extension manifest 
before your eyes! 

Young’s modulus 
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Strangely for this experiment (which was repeated to check 
consistency) the Young’s Modulus of the copper wire was calculated 
to be about 445GPa. This is about 3.4 times the ‘official’ value. 
Perhaps the wire is not pure copper? 
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Hookean 
linear 
region 

Yield (i.e. 
permanent 
deformation) 



Copy of the Excel sheet 
for the 
experiment.  
Note it was set up in 
advance to plot the 
graphs as data was 
collected. 


